Driven by the needs of the food and beverage industry,
Symega offers a range of tailor-made culinary solutions
that help chefs save time and reduce cost without
compromising on their passion for creation.
Developed by a team of highly skilled chefs and food
technologists, Symega's culinary solutions deliver a
customized balance of taste and food style. Offering
unmatched quality and consistency, these authentic
ingredients inspire innovation, add ﬂavour, and augment
the aesthetic appeal of your food - making each meal a
memorable one!

Barbeque Sauce | Honey Mustard Sauce | Jalapeno Salsa
Peri Peri Sauce | Pizza Pasta Sauce | Tamarind Sauce

Chilli Garlic Dip | Mango Chilli Dip | Momo Dip | Picante Salsa Dip
Spicy Peanut Dip | Thai Chilli Dip

Chilli Paste | Ginger Garlic Paste | Hot Curry Paste | Kasundi
Mustard Paste | Pani Puri Paste | Rasam Paste

Creamy Jalapeno Dressing | Herby Garlico Dressing
Oriental Dressing | Ranch Salad Dressing | Sriracha
Chilli Dressing | Thousand Island Dressing I Twin Chilli
Vinegrette

Biriyani Gravy | Chettinad Gravy | Makhani Gravy | Mirch ka Salan
Puliyogre Gravy | Roast Gravy

Aam Panna Spread | Cheese Blend Mayonnaise
Chipotle Mayonnaise | Classic Pizza Spread | Mango
Spread | Toum Mayonnaise

Complementing our expertise in product creation and innovation is our
expansive manufacturing and packaging unit located in Kochi, Kerala. Equipped
with automated machines such as Azo, Urschel and DCN JET COOKTM Steam
Infusion System, our processing capabilities include equipments for sorting,
blanching and shredding and lines for vacuum processing, emulsiﬁcation and
cooking that ensure impressive yields and faster turnaround. Our packaging
lines including those from Mespack and Swanpack, offer pack sizes ranging
from 8g sachets to 5kg bulk packs. The facility is certiﬁed by international
quality standards and manufactures over 8400MT of culinary ingredients per
annum, thus making it one of the largest and most versatile partners for your
culinary requirements.

Symega Food Ingredients is engaged in manufacturing and marketing
natural colours, ﬂavours and savoury ingredients to food and
beverage industries worldwide. With a focus on innovation, in-depth
understanding of trends, technical expertise and a diligent team of
food technologists, we create food solutions that expand the horizons
of sensory experiences, redeﬁne tastes and transform foods. With
state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities in Kerala, warehouses across
India, innovation centre in Bengaluru and reputed representatives for
overseas markets, Symega covers the world. Our team of highly
qualiﬁed professionals map consumer preferences, decipher customer
expectations, create concepts and deliver surprises.
Today, we export to over 45 countries across 5 continents, serving over
40 application segments. With an installed capacity of 16000 MTPA for
powders and dry mixes and 11000 MTPA for liquid ingredients across
divisions, Symega caters to a wide range of ingredient requirements
irrespective of the order volumes.
Whether you are an entrepreneur with a fresh idea or a market leader
exploring your next big move in the food space, Symega is the right
partner for you. It is our endeavour to play a pioneering role in the
evolving culinary revolution, and offer our customers and their
consumers possibilities unlimited.

FSSC 22000 v5.1 | ISO 9001:2015 | ISO 14001:2015 | ISO 45001:2018
SEDEX - SMETA | Kosher | Halal

www.symega.com

